We present optical spectroscopy and extensive RI differential photometry of the double-lined eclipsing binary NSVS 02502726 (2MASS J08441103+5423473). Simultaneous solution of two-band light curves and radial velocities permits determination of precise emprical masses and radii for both components of the system. The analysis indicates that the primary and secondary components of NSVS 02502726 are in a circular orbit with 0.56-day orbital period and have stellar masses of M 1 =0.714±0.019 M ⊙ , and M 2 =0.347±0.012 M ⊙ . Both of the components have large radii, being R 1 =0.645±0.006 R ⊙ , and R 2 =0.501±0.005 R ⊙ . The principal parameters of the mass and radius of the component stars are found with an accuracy of 3% and 1%, respectively. The secondary component's radius is significantly larger than model predictions for its mass, similar to what is seen in almost all of the other well-studied low-mass stars which belong to double-lined eclipsing binaries. Strong H α emission cores and considerable distortion at out-of-eclipse light curve in both R and I bandpasses, presumably due to dark spots on both stars, have been taken as an evidence of strong stellar activity. The distance to system was calculated as 173±8 pc from the BVRI JHK magnitudes. The absolute parameters of the components indicate that both components are close to the zero-age main-sequence. Comparison with current stellar evolution models gives an age of 126 ±30 Myr, indicating the stars are in the final stages of pre-main-sequence contraction.
ties and the radii of low mass stars which depends on the precise radii measurements of 34 low Clearly, the sample size of well-studied low-mass binaries needs to be increased. Since the 27 number of well-studied low-mass binaries is still relatively small, observations of additional low Survey. Later on it has been discovered to be an eclipsing binary by Coughlin & Shaw (2007) .
31
Their preliminary study shows that NSVS 0250 consists of two dissimilar low-mass stars with 32 a join apperant visual magnitude of V rotse =13.41 and an orbital period of ∼0.6 days. Since 33 spectroscopic observations are not available, they presented the photometric light curves and 34 preliminary models based only on the light curve analysis.
35
In this work we present follow-up photometric and spectroscopic observations of NSVS 0250 36 which confirm the low-mass nature of the component stars. We derive accurate fundamental 37 parameters for the component stars and compare our results with theoretical evolutionary models. 
Orbital period and ephemeris

66
Coughlin & Shaw (2007) observed seven low-mass detached systems, including NSV0250, with the Southeastern Association for Research in Astronomy (SARA) 0.9 m telescope in the Johnson V, R and I filters. The first orbital period and zero epoch for NSVS 0250 were determined from these observations. An orbital period of P=0.559772±0.000007 days, and an initial epoch T 0 (HJD)=2453692.0280±0.0003 for the mid-primary eclipse were calculated using a least square fit. To define the accurate period of NSVS 0250, We collected times of minima avaliable from the literature and added 8 times of mid-eclipse obtained in this study, including 4 primary and 4 secondary. Accurate times for those mid-eclipses were computed by applying 6 th order polynominal fits to the data during eclipses. The times of mid-eclipse obtained by us are listed in Table 1 . A linear least squares fit to the obtained so far yields an orbital period of P=0.559755±0.000001 days, which is 1.5 s shorter than that estimated by Coughlin & Shaw (2007) . As the new reference epoch, we have adopted the first time of mid-primary eclipse that we observed, i.e. T 0 (HJD)=2454497.5502±0.0003. The ephemeris of the system is now, Min I (HJD) = 24 54497.5502(3) + 0.559755(1) × E.
(
Using these light elements we find an average phase difference between mid-primary and mid-67 secondary eclipses ∆φ=0.4992±0.0008, which is consistent with a circular orbit. 
87
In the present work, the radial velocities of the components of NSVS 0250 were derived by 
113
The heliocentric RVs for the primary (V p ) and the secondary (V s ) components are listed 114 in Table 2 , along with the dates of observation and the corresponding orbital phases computed figure) . P, and S refer to primary, secondary components, respectively. The fit to the observed spectrum for the P and S made up by two Lorentian function is shown by dots. All radial velocities of the primary and secondary have been measured by excluded of the deblending effect using this way. The deconvolved two gaussian profiles of the primary and secondary component are displayed by dashed and dot-dashed line in the figure. with the new ephemeris given in §2. convective envelopes. We assume a circular orbit with synchronous rotation for both stars.
153
Since the light curve is asymmetric in shape we attributed it to spots (either bright and dark) 154 on one or both components. The spots in the PHOEBE are parameterized in the same way as in 155 the Wilson-Devinney (1971) code. They are circular regions specified by four parameters: the 156 "temperature factor" T f , the "latitude" of the spot center, the "longitude" of the spot center, and an effective temperature of the hotter component of 4 300 K.
166
We followed two steps to determine the binary parameters. First, the inclination, the effective 167 temperature of the secondary star (T 2 ), and potentials (stellar radii) were iteratively adjusted 168 within PHOEBE until both the depths and duration of the eclipses are matched with the observed 169 R and I light curves. The iteration was carried out automatically until convergence is obtained,i.e.
170
as the set of parameters for which the differential corrections were smaller than the probable 171 errors.
172
Since the light curve of the system has a wave-like distortion we tried to represent it by 
179
We fit our photometric data with model light curves using the spot parameters given in Table   180 time, with typical temperature factors, T f =
T spot T photophere
, of about 0.85, 0.78 and 0.94. In Fig. 5 , the 182 computed light curves with one spot on the primary and two spots on the secondary star, given 183 in Table 3 , are compared with observed R− and I-band light curves. Table 3 together with their standard deviations.
191
The ratio of the temperatures of the stars is consistent with their mass and radius ratios. How- 
198
The luminosity and absolute bolometric magnitudes M bol of the stars in Table 4 were com- EWs of H α -line and orbital phase is known for chromospherically active RS CVn-type stars for 221 a long time.
222
Our observations of NSVS 0250 are well distributed in orbital phase and were obtained at 
HR diagram
235
We can now compare the fundamental stellar parameters derived from the orbital solution 236 (Table 4) course lead to infer younger ages even the log T e f f vs. log L diagram is used.
267
The heliocentric space velocity components of NSVS0250 were computed from its position, 
